A New Model for RF Ablation Planning in Clinic.
Numerical simulations provide effective way to acquire detailed temperature field during radiofrequency ablation (RF). Based on the patient's real electrical resistance and RF power, we have designed a theoretical model suitable for clinical treatment planning. The human body is assumed to be two cylinders with the inner cylinder simulating the liver with real liver electrical conductivity, while the electrical conductivity of the out cylinder adjusted to match the real resistance recorded when treated with RFA. The orthogonal-array method has been applied to analyze the impact of the main geometric parameters. Results show that a limited range of model parameters with the same resistance and power condition results in similar prediction of ablation range. In addition, RF heating experiments have been performed in the liver of a live pig to validate this model. The simulated temperature fits well with the real temperature. The comparison of the results predicted using the proposed model and previous models finds that the previous uniform-electrical-conductivity model would significantly underestimates or overestimates the ablation range based on the magnitude of the electrical resistance recorded.